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Abstract. We analyze two reduction methods for nonholonomic systems that are invariant under the
action of a Lie group on the configuration space. Our approach for obtaining the reduced equations is
entirely based on the observation that the dynamics can be represented by a second-order differential
equations vector field and that in both cases the reduced dynamics can be described by expressing that
vector field in terms of an appropriately chosen anholonomic frame.
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1 Introduction
In a number of recently published papers [8, 9, 10, 19] we have developed a distinctive geometric
approach to the study of regular Lagrangian dynamical systems, and especially to the problem
of formulating reduced equations for systems which are invariant under the action of a symmetry
group. The main distinctive features of our approach are, firstly, the formulation of the Euler-
Lagrange equations in a way which is well adapted to the idea that their function is to determine
a vector field on the velocity phase space which is of second-order type (so that the differential
equations which determine its integral curves are of second order in the configuration space
coordinates), and yet is completely coordinate independent; and secondly, the consistent use of
anholonomic frames and their associated quasi-velocities. In this paper we shall extend these
ideas to cover Lagrangian systems subject to nonholonomic linear constraints, for which both
the Lagrangian function and the constraint distribution are invariant. Such constraints arise
naturally in the context of systems with rigid bodies rolling without slipping over a surface or
possessing a contact point with the surface in the form of a knife edge. A classical reference for
the dynamics of mechanical systems with nonholonomic constraints is the book by Ne˘ımark and
Fufaev [21]. The recent books [1, 7, 12] contain many references to different modern geometric
approaches to the theory. We will work with autonomous systems; for formulations of the
nonholonomic dynamics in a time-dependent set-up see e.g. [16, 22].
The formulation of the Euler-Lagrange equations mentioned above goes as follows. We consider
a Lagrangian system over a differentiable manifold Q (configuration space). The Lagrangian L
is a function on the tangent bundle τ : TQ→ Q (velocity phase space); it is regular if its Hessian
with respect to the fibre coordinates is nonsingular. The following proposition holds [10].
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Proposition 1. Let L be a regular Lagrangian on TQ. There is a unique second-order differ-
ential equation field Γ such that
Γ(ZV(L))− ZC(L) = 0
for all vector fields Z on Q. Moreover, Γ may be determined from the equations
Γ(XVi (L))−X
C
i (L) = 0, i = 1, 2, . . . n = dimQ,
for any frame {Xi} on Q (which may be a coordinate frame or may be anholonomic).
Here ZV and ZC are respectively the vertical lift and the complete or tangent lift of Z to TQ
(we refer to [11] for the most common notions on tangent bundle geometry). The formulation
in terms of the frame {Xi} leads directly to Hamel’s equations
Γ
(
∂L
∂vi
)
−Xji
∂L
∂qj
+Rjikv
k ∂L
∂vj
= 0,
where Xi = X
j
i ∂/∂q
j ; the vi are the quasi-velocities associated with the frame; and the coeffi-
cients Rkij are defined by [Xi,Xj ] = R
k
ijXk and are collectively called the object of anholonomity
of the frame. We refer the reader to Section 4 for more details.
The equations determining the dynamics of a regular system subject to nonholonomic linear
constraints admit a rather similar formulation. The constraints may be specified in either of two
equivalent ways: as a distribution D on Q (the constraint distribution), or as a submanifold C of
TQ (the constraint submanifold). The two are related as follows: C = {(q, u) ∈ TQ : u ∈ Dq ⊂
TqQ}. We assume that the dimension of each Dq, and equivalently the fibre dimension of Cq, is
constant and equal to m. A vector field Γ on C is said to be of second-order type if it satisfies
τ∗(q,u)Γ = u for all (q, u) ∈ C. A Lagrangian function L is said to be regular with respect to D
if for any local basis {Xα} of D, 1 ≤ α ≤ m, the symmetric m ×m matrix whose entries are
XVα (X
V
β (L)) (functions on C) is nonsingular. In [10] we proved the following proposition.
Proposition 2. Let L be a Lagrangian on TQ which is regular with respect to D. Then there is
a unique vector field Γ on C which is of second-order type, is tangent to C, and is such that on C
Γ(ZV(L))− ZC(L) = 0
for all Z ∈ D. Moreover, Γ may be determined from the equations
Γ(XVα (L))−X
C
α(L) = 0, α = 1, 2, . . . m,
on C, where {Xα} is any local basis for D.
This is our version of the Lagrange-d’Alembert principle (see [1, 7] for other versions); the vector
field Γ is the dynamical field of the constrained system.
The formal similarity between the standard Euler-Lagrange equations and the Lagrange-d’Alembert
equations in these formulations is self-evident. We shall exploit this similarity in deriving the
reduced equations for an invariant constrained system: as we shall show, to obtain those equa-
tions it is enough to follow the reduction procedure for an invariant unconstrained system, while
restricting attention to the constraint submanifold.
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There are in fact two well-known ways of reducing the equations of an invariant unconstrained
Lagrangian system. One method does not even take the Lagrangian structure of the system
into account and simply involves factoring out by the action of the group, and leads to the
so-called Lagrange-Poincare´ equations; this is described in e.g. [5, 13, 19]. The second does take
advantage of momentum conservation; its first step is to restrict to a level set of momentum,
and this is followed by a reduction with respect to the invariance group of the chosen value of
the momentum. This is a generalized version of Routh’s procedure; it is discussed in [8, 18]. For
a constrained system, however, these two methods are not equally applicable. This is because,
although the constraint distribution is invariant under the symmetry group, it is not usually
the case that any fundamental vector field of the action belongs to it. There is consequently
no conservation of momentum, and no possiblility of Routh-type reduction. The greater part of
this paper is therefore devoted to the adaptation of Lagrange-Poincare´ reduction to constrained
systems. This we discuss in full generality: whereas many other papers ([2, 3, 6, 20] for example)
restrict their attention to the case in which at each point q of Q the constraint distribution Dq
and the tangent space Vq to the orbit of the action together span TqQ, we make no such so-called
‘dimension assumption’; our only requirement is that Dq ∩ Vq has constant dimension.
Though Routh-type reduction is not possible in general, it can arise in particular cases, where
there is a Lie subgroup H of the symmetry group G, necessarily normal, with Lie algebra h, such
that for all ξ ∈ h the corresponding fundamental vector field ξ˜ lies in D. Symmetries belonging
to H are said to be horizontal. We devote a separate section to the discussion of this case.
The paper is laid out as follows. In the following section we deal with the fundamental definitions
and results concerning invariance of a constrained system under the free and proper action of a
Lie group G on Q, leading to a version of the Atiyah sequence for such a system. In Section 3
we give a resume´ in general terms of the Lagrange-Poincare´ reduction procedure, and show how
it may be adapted to the case of an invariant constrained system. In Section 4 we derive explicit
Hamel-type formulae, in terms of a (possibly) anholonomic frame, for the Lagrange-Poincare´
equations and the Lagrange-d’Alembert-Poincare´ equations successively. In Section 5 we discuss
Routh-type reduction for systems with horizontal symmetries.
2 Invariance of nonholonomic systems
Assume from now on that a connected Lie group G acts in a free and proper way on the left on
the configuration manifold Q. Then pi : Q→ Q/G is a principal fibre bundle. The action ψg on
Q induces an action Tψg on TQ. We will write A˜ for the infinitesimal generator of the action
on Q, associated to a Lie algebra element A ∈ g. Then A˜C is an infinitesimal generator for the
action on TQ. As in e.g. [3], we say that the nonholonomic system is invariant under G, or that
it admits G as a symmetry group, if both the Lagrangian L and the constraint submanifold C
of the system are invariant under the induced action of G on TQ.
Proposition 3. The constraint submanifold C ⊂ TQ is invariant under Tψ if and only if the
constraint distribution D on Q is invariant under ψ.
Proof. Since C = {(q, u) : u ∈ Dq}, C is invariant under Tψ if and only if for every q ∈ Q, u ∈ Dq
and g ∈ G, ψg∗u ∈ Dψg(q); that is to say, for every q ∈ Q and g ∈ G, Dψg(q) = ψg∗Dq.
Proposition 4. If L is regular with respect to D the vector field Γ is invariant under the induced
action of G on C.
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Proof. For any A ∈ g and Z ∈ D we have
0 = A˜C
(
Γ(ZV(L))− ZC(L)
)
= [A˜C,Γ](ZV(L))− Γ(A˜C(ZV(L)))− [A˜C, ZC](L)
= [A˜C,Γ](ZV(L))− Γ([A˜, Z]V(L))− [A˜, Z]C(L).
Now [A˜, Z] ∈ D, due to the assumed invariance of D. By the Lagrange-d’Alembert equation the
last two terms above vanish. On the other hand, the bracket [A˜C,Γ] is vertical. This is certainly
true for a second-order differential equation field on TQ, by a simple calculation in coordinates.
Now Γ is a second-order differential equation field on C; but we can evidently extend it to a
second-order differential equation field on a neighbourhood of C in TQ. Since both A˜C and Γ are
tangent to C, so also is their bracket. So on C, [A˜C,Γ] is independent of the choice of extension,
and is vertical. It follows from the fact that the equation [A˜C,Γ](ZV(L)) = 0 holds for all Z ∈ D,
and the assumption that L is regular with respect to D, that [A˜C,Γ] = 0. This may easily be
seen by expressing everything in terms of the vertical lifts of a local basis for D. But [A˜C,Γ] = 0
is the infinitesimal condition for Γ to be invariant.
Since Γ is invariant, it reduces to a vector field Γˇ on C/G. Our main overall aim in this paper
is to show how to determine this reduced vector field. We begin however by considering some
aspects of the structure of nonholonomic systems which are invariant in the sense defined above.
As we have already noted, pi : Q → Q/G is a principal fibre bundle. Since D is invariant it
defines a distribution D¯ on Q/G by D¯pi(q) = pi∗(Dq); this is well-defined because pi ◦ψg = pi. Let
us assume that D¯ has constant dimension. Then Q/G is equipped with a regular distribution
D¯. Denote the corresponding submanifold (indeed vector subbundle) of T (Q/G) by C¯.
Let Vq = kerpi∗q. Note that kerpi∗q|Dq = Dq ∩ Vq. Let us denote it by Sq. Evidently S is an
invariant distribution on Q, which is of constant dimension by the corresponding assumption
for D¯. Since Sq ⊂ Vq for each q ∈ Q, we may identify Sq with a vector subspace g
q of g, where
gq = {A ∈ g | A˜q ∈ Sq}. In terms of TQ, we can express g
q as follows. For w ∈ TqQ, w ∈ Dq
if and only if wV is tangent to C; thus A ∈ gq if and only if A˜Vq is tangent to C. Since (see e.g.
[11, 17])
ψg∗
(
A˜q
)
=
(
˜ad(g−1)A
)
ψg(q)
we have
gψg(q) = ad(g−1)gq.
Consider gD = {(q,A) |A ∈ gq}. There is an action of G on gD given by
(q,A) 7→ (ψg(q), ad(g
−1)A).
On taking the quotient we obtain a vector bundle over Q/G, say g¯D, which is a vector subbundle
of g¯ = (Q× g)/G→ Q/G, the adjoint bundle associated with the principal G-bundle Q.
Proposition 5. We have the following short exact sequence of vector bundles over Q/G:
0→ g¯D → C/G→ C¯ → 0.
This is a version for constrained systems of the so-called Atiyah sequence (see e.g. [9, 13]),
0→ g¯→ TQ/G→ T (Q/G)→ 0.
Each term in the sequence of the proposition is a subbundle of the corresponding term in the
Atiyah sequence. In the next section we will use this observation when we divide the reduced
equations for an invariant nonholonomic system into two sets.
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3 Lagrange-Poincare´ reduction: generalities
3.1 Standard Lagrange-Poincare´ reduction
Before considering reduction of invariant nonholonomic systems we discuss Lagrange-Poincare´
reduction of the standard Euler-Lagrange equations. Recall the Euler-Lagrange equations as
they appear in Proposition 1. Assume that L is G-invariant: then so is Γ; it reduces to a vector
field Γˇ on TQ/G, which we want equations for — so-called reduced equations.
There is a sense in which the reduction of the Euler-Lagrange equations is immediate. The key
step is to rewrite them in G-invariant form. It is enough to take Z to be invariant. Then ZV
and ZC are invariant under the induced action of G on TQ, and so define vector fields on TQ/G,
which we denote by ZˇV and ZˇC, though of course they are not vertical or complete lifts. The
function ZC(L) is invariant, and so defines a function on TQ/G, which is just ZˇC(l) (where l
is the reduced function of L on TQ/G); likewise for ZV(L). Then the reduced equations are
simply
Γˇ(ZˇV(l))− ZˇC(l) = 0,
on TQ/G, for all invariant vector fields Z on Q; they are called the Lagrange-Poincare´ equations.
However, we can be more explicit. The Euler-Lagrange equations can be divided into two sets,
according to whether we take Z to be tangent to the fibres of pi or transverse to them.
The Lagrange-Poincare´ equation for momentum. Consider first the Euler-Lagrange equa-
tion Γ(ZV(L))−ZC(L) = 0 for any vector field Z which is vertical with respect to pi : Q→ Q/G.
Such a vector field is determined by a g-valued function ζ on Q, where Zq = ζ˜(q)q. The mo-
mentum p is a g∗-valued function on TQ, which is G-equivariant under the usual action of G on
TQ and the coadjoint action on g∗.
Take first A ∈ g. We have
A˜V(L) = 〈A, p〉
(as real-valued functions on TQ; the angle brackets denote the pairing of g and g∗). The
conservation of momentum is just Γ〈A, p〉 = 0 (the Euler-Lagrange equation with Z = A˜): or,
since A is constant and arbitrary, Γ(p) = 0.
Now consider 〈ζ, p〉: applying Leibniz’ rule we have
Γ〈ζ, p〉 = 〈Γ(ζ), p〉+ 〈ζ,Γ(p)〉 = 〈ζ˙ , p〉
(using the fact that Γ(f) = f˙ for any function f on Q). We claim that the (almost tautological)
equation Γ〈ζ, p〉 = 〈ζ˙ , p〉 is the Euler-Lagrange equation for vertical Z. We compute ZV and ZC
in terms of ζ, as follows. Take a basis {Er} of g, and set ζ = ζ
rEr, where the coefficients ζ
r are
functions on Q. Then Z = ζrE˜r, and so
ZV = ζrE˜Vr , Z
C = ζrE˜Cr + ζ˙
rE˜Vr .
Then
ZV(L) = ζrpr = 〈ζ, p〉, Z
C(L) = ζ˙rpr = 〈ζ˙ , p〉
as claimed.
For reduction we need to take Z to be G-invariant: it will be so if and only if ζ is G-equivariant
(with now the adjoint action on g); this amounts to taking a section of the adjoint bundle
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g¯ → Q/G over Q. It is then clear that 〈ζ, p〉 will be invariant. It must then be the case (from
the Euler-Lagrange equation and the invariance of Γ) that 〈ζ˙ , p〉 is invariant. This can be shown
directly too, in various ways. Here is a vector field version. The G-equivariance of p can be
expressed as
〈B, A˜C(p)〉 = −〈[A,B], p〉,
where A,B ∈ g and [A,B] is their bracket in g. The assumed G-equivariance of ζ is just
A˜(ζ) = [A, ζ] (again, bracket in g). Then
A˜C〈ζ˙ , p〉 = 〈A˜C(ζ˙), p〉+ 〈ζ˙, A˜C(p)〉
=
〈
d
dt
(A˜(ζ)), p
〉
− 〈[A, ζ˙ ], p〉
=
〈
d
dt
([A, ζ]), p
〉
− 〈[A, ζ˙], p〉 = 0,
using the obvious fact that XC(f˙) = d/dt(X(f)).
Since 〈ζ, p〉 and 〈ζ˙ , p〉 are invariant they define functions on TQ/G, which we denote by 〈〈ζ, p〉〉
and 〈〈ζ˙ , p〉〉. The corresponding reduced equation is
Γˇ〈〈ζ, p〉〉 = 〈〈ζ˙ , p〉〉.
We call it the Lagrange-Poincare´ equation for momentum.
The horizontal Lagrange-Poincare´ equation. To obtain an invariant Euler-Lagrange equa-
tion corresponding to the transverse directions we can use a principal connection on pi : Q →
Q/G, or, equivalently, a splitting of the Atiyah sequence. Suppose we have such a connection:
for any vector field Y on Q/G let Y H be its horizontal lift to Q; then the transverse (let’s call
it horizontal) Euler-Lagrange equation is
Γ((Y H)V(L))− (Y H)C(L) = 0.
Incidentally, this expression is C∞(Q/G)-linear in Y . Moreover, each term is G-invariant.
We will express this equation in a different way. First we recall the construction of the Vilms
connection from [9] (which is a special case of a more general construction in [23]). The complete
lift of a type (1, 1) tensor T on Q is given by [11]
TC(XC) = T (X)C, TC(XV) = T (X)V.
The original connection on pi : Q → Q/G can be represented by a type (1, 1) tensor field ω, so
that ω(X) = 0 if and only if X is horizontal, ω(V ) = V for V vertical. Then the type (1, 1)
tensor on TQ defining the Vilms connection is just ωC; moreover, it is invariant under the action
of G on TQ. From the defining relations of the complete lift of a type (1, 1) tensor field above,
one easily concludes that the horizontal distribution defined by the Vilms connection is spanned
by the complete and vertical lifts of the horizontal vector fields of the original connection.
Next, a remark about complete and vertical lifts. Let φ :M → N be a smooth map, and suppose
that vector fields U on M and V on N are φ-related. Then UC and V C are Tφ-related, and
likewise UV and V V. One can easily prove this by considering the flows of the involved vector
fields.
Consider now (XH)V, for any vector field X on Q/G. It is horizontal with respect to the Vilms
connection. By the previous remark, since XH is pi-related to X, (XH)V is Tpi-related to XV.
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Thus (XH)V is the horizontal lift with respect to the Vilms connection of the vector field XV
on T (Q/G). With some abuse of notation we may write (XH)V = (XV)H (warning: V and H
have different meanings either side of the equality sign). Likewise for XC. So we can rewrite
the horizontal Euler-Lagrange equation above as follows:
Γ((Y V)H(L))− (Y C)H(L) = 0
for all Y on Q/G.
The Vilms connection is G-invariant, so each of (Y V)H and (Y C)H is an invariant vector field on
TQ, and so each passes to the quotient to define vector fields (Y V)Hˇ and (Y C)Hˇ on TQ/G. The
reduced horizontal Euler-Lagrange equation is
Γˇ((Y V)Hˇ(l))− (Y C)Hˇ(l) = 0
on TQ/G, for all Y on Q/G. We call it the horizontal Lagrange-Poincare´ equation.
In the next step, we can write this equation as
Γˇ(〈Y V, dHˇl〉)− 〈Y C, dHˇl〉 = 0.
Here dHˇl is a 1-form along the projection TQ/G → T (Q/G) (or a 1-form on TQ/G which
is semi-basic with respect to that projection), such that for any vector field W on T (Q/G),
〈W,dHˇl〉 =W Hˇ(l). Since Y V and Y C are actually the lifts from Q/G to T (Q/G) this looks very
much like an Euler-Lagrange equation on T (Q/G) (in fact, it would be one if dHˇl was replaced
by the exterior derivative d on T (Q/G)).
We have divided the reduced equations in two sets, in accordance with the decomposition of
TQ/G given by the Atiyah sequence. We conclude therefore:
Proposition 6. The Lagrange-Poincare´ equations are given by
Γˇ〈〈ζ, p〉〉 = 〈〈ζ˙ , p〉〉
Γˇ(〈Y V, dHˇl〉)− 〈Y C, dHˇl〉 = 0,
where ζ is any G-equivariant g-valued function on TQ and Y is any vector field on Q/G.
3.2 Lagrange-Poincare´-type reduction of nonholonomic systems
Again, there is a sense in which the reduction of the Lagrange-d’Alembert equations is immedi-
ate. These equations say that on C
Γ(ZV(L))− ZC(L) = 0
for all Z ∈ D. We assume that D is G-invariant. It is again enough to take Z to be invariant.
The function ZC(L) is invariant, and so defines a function on TQ/G, which is just ZˇC(l) (where
l is the reduced function of L). Likewise for ZV(L); however, since Z ∈ D, ZV is tangent to C
and so we can replace l by lc in the first term. Then the reduced equation is simply
Γˇ(ZˇV(lc))− Zˇ
C(l) = 0
on C/G, for all Z ∈ D; of course the second term must be understood as the restriction of that
function on TQ/G to the submanifold C/G.
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The reduced equations are now called the Lagrange-d’Alembert-Poincare´ equations. Like the
Lagrange-Poincare´ equations they can be split into two sets, corresponding to the vertical and
horizontal parts of D. Much as before, these two sets are dictated by the version of the Atiyah
sequence we found in Proposition 5.
The Lagrange-d’Alembert-Poincare´ equation for momentum. First, we consider vertical
vector fields in D, that is, vector fields Z in S. Every such vector field defines a g-valued
function ζ on Q, where now ζ(q) ∈ gq. Since L is G-invariant we may define the momentum
map p : TQ → g∗, as usual, and it is G-equivariant with respect to the coadjoint action on
g∗. However, we now have no reason to suppose that in general p, or any component of it, is
conserved. On the other hand, the argument that leads to the formulae ZV(L) = 〈ζ, p〉 and
ZC(L) = 〈ζ˙ , p〉 still holds good, and we conclude that the Lagrange-d’Alembert equation for
Z ∈ S can be written
Γ〈ζ, p〉 = 〈ζ˙ , p〉
on C. We conclude further that the following weakened version of conservation of momentum
for a constrained system holds: 〈ζ,Γ(p)〉 = 0 for all g-valued functions ζ such that ζ(q) ∈ gq;
that is to say, for all (q, u) ∈ C, Γ(q,u)(p) ∈ (g
q)⊥. Of course, if it should happen that for some
ζ, 〈ζ˙ , p〉 = 0 on C then 〈ζ, p〉 will be conserved. In particular, this will occur if S contains a
fundamental vector field of the action, that is, if there is some A ∈ g such that A ∈ gq for all
q ∈ Q: then 〈A, p〉 (the A-component of momentum) will be conserved.
To obtain a G-invariant vector field Z ∈ S we must take ζ to be G-equivariant under the adjoint
action on g. Then we have the reduced equation
Γˇ〈〈ζ, p〉〉 = 〈〈ζ˙ , p〉〉
on C/G, where ζ(q) ∈ gq.
The horizontal Lagrange-d’Alembert-Poincare´ equation. To obtain the reduced equa-
tion corresponding to the horizontal part of D we need a splitting of the modified Atiyah sequence
of Proposition 5. One may derive such a splitting from a principal connection on pi : Q→ Q/G
with the property that the horizontal lift of D¯ is contained in D. Such a connection can be
constructed locally, by defining its horizontal subspaces as follows. Take a local section of pi.
For every q in the image of the section choose some complement to Sq in Dq and extend it to a
complement of Vq in TqQ, smoothly over the section. Finally, extend the result along the fibres
by the action of G.
The reduced equation is
Γˇ(〈Y V, dHˇl〉)− 〈Y C, dHˇl〉 = 0
as before, but now with Y ∈ D¯.
The conclusion of this section is therefore:
Proposition 7. The Lagrange-d’Alembert-Poincare´ equations are given by
Γˇ〈〈ζ, p〉〉 = 〈〈ζ˙ , p〉〉
Γˇ(〈Y V, dHˇl〉)− 〈Y C, dHˇl〉 = 0
on C/G, where ζ(q) ∈ gq and Y ∈ D¯.
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4 Lagrange-Poincare´-type reduction: formulae
The versions of the reduced equations given in the previous section are elegant and instructive. In
the literature one may find other geometric approaches to obtain the reduced equations (see e.g.
[5, 13] for the Lagrange-Poincare´ equations and [1, 3, 6, 20] for the Lagrange-d’Alembert-Poincare´
equations). In the interest of comparison, we shall now formulate local versions of our reduced
equations. Our method is entirely based on the use of suitably adapted anholonomic frames on
Q. Unsurprisingly, the version of the Lagrange-d’Alembert-Poincare´ equations we finally obtain
will combine elements of both the Lagrange-d’Alembert and the Lagrange-Poincare´ equations,
so we first deal with each of those cases separately.
But even before doing so, it is worth recalling the basic formulae relating to anholonomic frames.
Let {Xi} be an anholonomic frame on Q and v
i the quasi-velocities corresponding to that frame.
(The quasi-velocities vi are not to be confused with the canonical fibre coordinates associated
with the xi; the coordinates (xi, vi) are to that extent unnatural.) A second-order field Γ can
then be written in the form
Γ = viXCi + f
iXVi .
We write [Xi,Xj ] = R
k
ijXk, where the functions R
k
ij are collectively called the object of an-
holonomity. Let vi be the quasi-velocities corresponding to the frame: then
XCi (v
j) = −Rjikv
k, XVi (v
j) = δji .
In terms of coordinates xi on Q we may write
XCi = X
j
i
∂
∂xj
−Rjikv
k ∂
∂vj
, XVi =
∂
∂vi
,
where Xi = X
j
i ∂/∂x
j . The first term in the expression for XCi is formally the same as Xi itself,
but is of course a local vector field on TQ rather than a vector field on Q; we shall continue to
denote it by Xi, though this is strictly speaking an abuse of notation. With this understood,
the Euler-Lagrange equations may be written in Hamel form,
Γ
(
∂L
∂vi
)
−Xi(L) +R
j
ikv
k ∂L
∂vj
= 0
(as in e.g. [3]), which is the form we had announced in our Introduction.
4.1 The Lagrange-Poincare´ equations
We take the frame {Xi} on Q to be invariant under the action of G, and to be of the form
{Xr,XI} where the Xr are vertical and such that their values at any point q form a basis for
the vertical vectors at q. Then the XI are invariant and transverse to the fibres of Q → Q/G,
and may be considered as the horizontal lifts of their projections YI to Q/G, with respect to
some principal connection ω; note that {YI} is a frame for Q/G, in general anholonomic.
Let {Er} be a basis of g and let E˜r be the fundamental vector fields of the action corresponding
to this basis. We have [E˜r, E˜s] = −C
t
rsE˜t where the coefficients C
t
rs are the structure constants
of g with respect to the given basis. A vector field on Q is invariant if and only if all [X, E˜r] = 0.
The vector fields Xr could be obtained by taking a local section of Q→ Q/G, choosing a basis
of vertical vectors at each point of the section varying smoothly over it, and using the G-action
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to define the vector fields along the fibres. If one chooses the initial values of the Xr to be E˜r
we obtain the vector fields Eˆr that we have used in previous publications [9, 19]. However, in
view of what we need for the next section on constrained systems, it will be convenient to work
in greater generality already in this part of the section.
We may write Xr = X
s
r E˜s where the coefficient matrix is nonsingular. We have
[E˜r,Xs] = [E˜r,X
t
sE˜t] = (E˜r(X
t
s)− C
t
ruX
u
s )E˜t,
and so the necessary and sufficient condition for the Xr to be invariant is that the coefficients
Xts satisfy
E˜r(X
t
s) = C
t
ruX
u
s .
It follows immediately that Xr(X
t
s) = C
t
uvX
u
rX
v
s , whence
[Xr,Xs] = [Xr,X
t
sE˜t] = C
t
uvX
u
rX
v
s E˜t = (X¯
t
wC
w
uvX
u
rX
v
s )Xt
where the overbar indicates the matrix inverse. Since Xr, Xs and Xt are all invariant, so must
the coefficient be. We set C¯trs = X¯
t
wC
w
uvX
u
rX
v
s . Then each C¯
t
rs may be treated as a function
on Q/G, and the collection of such functions may be regarded as the structure constants of g,
though expressed in terms of the Xr. (If Xr = Eˆr then C¯
t
rs = C
t
rs.)
The equation E˜r(X
t
s) = C
t
ruX
u
s expresses the fact that the g-valued function X
t
sEt = ξs on Q
is G-equivariant with respect to the adjoint action, and therefore corresponds to a section of
the adjoint bundle g¯ → Q/G; thus the ξr together form a local basis of sections of the adjoint
bundle. Now
XI(ξr) = XI(X
s
r )Es = X¯
s
tXI(X
t
r)ξs;
for convenience we shall write ΥsIr for X¯
s
tXI(X
t
r). We know that the functions Υ
s
Ir are G-
invariant, and may therefore be regarded as functions on Q/G. Now XI is the horizontal lift of
the vector field YI on Q/G to Q, so we have
ΥsIrξs = Y
H
I (ξr).
This means that the ΥsIr are the connection coefficients, with respect to the local basis {YI} of
vector fields on Q/G and the local basis {ξr} of sections of g¯ → Q/G, of the connection induced
by ω on the adjoint bundle (see e.g. [9] for more details).
Since the elements of the frame {Xi} are invariant, so are their brackets, and so is each R
k
ij;
it may therefore be regarded as a function on Q/G. The following facts about the Rkij are
important.
• The RKIJ constitute the object of anholonomity of the frame {YI}.
• The vertical component of [XI ,XJ ], which is R
r
IJXr, is closely related to the curvature of
the connection ω: in fact the curvature, as a g-valued function, is −RsIJX
r
sEr. We write
−KrIJ for R
r
IJ as a reminder of this fact.
• Since [Xi,Xr] is always vertical, R
I
ir = 0.
• RsIr = Υ
s
Ir.
• Rtrs = C¯
t
rs.
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We let (vr, vI) be the the quasi-velocities corresponding to the frame {Xr,XI}; thus for v ∈ TqQ,
v = vrXr(q) + v
IXI(q). But then pi∗v ∈ Tpi(q)(Q/G) is given by
pi∗v = v
Ipi∗XI(q) = v
IYI(pi(q)).
From the invariance of the frame {Xi} we conclude that the v
i are invariant, and therefore
constitute fibre coordinates on TQ/G → Q/G. Since pi∗ : TqQ → Tpi(q)(Q/G) is surjective, we
can identify vI with pi∗wI , where the wI are the quasi-velocities of the frame {YI}.
We now consider the Euler-Lagrange equation for momentum, Γ(XVr (L)) − X
C
r (L) = 0. The
components of momentum are of course given by pr = E˜
V
r (L). But we are working in terms of
the invariant basis {Xr}. Let us set Pr = X
V
r (L) = X
s
rps = 〈ξr, p〉; then Pr is invariant. The
Euler-Lagrange equation becomes
Γ(Pr) = X˙
s
rps = X¯
s
t X˙
t
rPs,
which is the component form of the momentum equation given in Section 3, and is usually
referred to as the momentum equation in a moving basis [1, 2]. Now in terms of quasi-velocities
d
dt
= viXi = v
IXI + v
rXr,
whence
X¯st X˙
t
r = X¯
s
t (v
IXI(X
t
r) + v
uXu(X
t
r)) = Υ
s
Irv
I − C¯srtv
t,
and we have
Γ(Pr) = (Υ
s
Irv
I − C¯srtv
t)Ps.
Taking account of the known facts about the Rkij , together with the invariance of the frame, we
have
XˇCr = −R
s
riv
i ∂
∂vs
=
(
ΥsIrv
I − C¯srtv
t
) ∂
∂vs
XˇVr =
∂
∂vr
XˇCI = YI −R
K
IJv
J ∂
∂vK
−RrIjv
j ∂
∂vr
= YI −R
K
IJv
J ∂
∂vK
+
(
KrIJv
J −ΥrIsv
s
) ∂
∂vr
XˇVI =
∂
∂vI
.
By substituting these expression in the reduced equations Γˇ(XˇVi (l))− Xˇ
C
i (l) = 0 (with i = r and
i = I successively) we get:
Proposition 8. The Lagrange-Poincare´ equations are given by
Γˇ
(
∂l
∂vr
)
=
(
ΥsIrv
I − C¯srtv
t
) ∂l
∂vs
Γˇ
(
∂l
∂vI
)
− YI(l) +R
K
IJv
J ∂l
∂vK
=
(
KrIJv
J −ΥrIsv
s
) ∂l
∂vr
.
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The first of these is of course just the reduced form of the momentum equation given earlier.
If we take the YI to be coordinate fields the horizontal equation takes on a somewhat more
familiar appearance:
Γˇ
(
∂l
∂vI
)
−
∂l
∂xI
=
(
KrIJv
J −ΥrIsv
s
) ∂l
∂vr
;
now the vI are effectively the standard fibre coordinates on T (Q/G) (quasi no longer).
Finally, we reconcile this version of the horizontal Lagrange-Poincare´ equation (for any frame
{YI} on Q/G) with the more abstract one given earlier,
Γˇ(〈Y V, dHˇl〉)− 〈Y C, dHˇl〉 = 0,
by computing dHˇl in terms of the frame {YI}. Let {ϑ
I} be the basis of 1-forms on Q/G dual to
the YI , and v
I the quasi-velocities. Then {ϑI , dvI} is a basis of 1-forms on T (Q/G) (we haven’t
distinguished notationally between 1-forms on Q/G and their pullbacks to T (Q/G)). Note that
〈Y CI , ϑ
J〉 = δJI , 〈Y
C
I , dv
J 〉 = −RjIKv
K , 〈Y VI , ϑ
J〉 = 0, 〈Y VI , dv
J 〉 = δJI .
Now XI = Y
H
I , from which it follows that
(Y CI )
Hˇ = XˇCI = YI −R
K
IJv
J ∂
∂vK
+
(
KrIJv
J −ΥrIsv
s
) ∂
∂vr
(Y VI )
Hˇ = XˇVI =
∂
∂vI
.
Recall that dHˇl is a 1-form along the projection (TQ)/G → T (Q/G), which means that it may
be expressed as a linear combination of the forms {ϑI , dvI} with coefficients which are functions
on (TQ)/G. Using the expressions above for (Y CI )
Hˇ and (Y VI )
Hˇ we obtain
dHˇl =
(
YI(l) +
(
KrIJv
J −ΥrIsv
s
) ∂l
∂vr
)
ϑI +
∂l
∂vI
dvI ,
which leads to the expressions for the reduced equations given above.
4.2 The Lagrange-d’Alembert-Poincare´ equations
We now choose the anholonomic frame {Xi} in the form {Xα,Xa} where {Xα} is a local basis
of the distribution D. We write the quasi-velocities as (vα, va). The constraint submanifold C is
then simply given by va = 0. The Lagrange-d’Alembert equations are Γ(XVα (L)) −X
C
α(L) = 0
on C. Recall that Γ represents here a vector field on C of second-order type, which means that
it is of the form
Γ = vαXCα + f
αXVα .
The Lagrange-d’Alembert equations become
Γ
(
∂L
∂vα
)
−Xα(L) +R
i
αβv
β ∂L
∂vi
= 0
in Hamel form. It is sometimes considered preferable to separate out those terms which involve
differentiation along C from those which involve differentiation transverse to it; in the former we
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can replace L by Lc, the constrained Lagrangian, in other words the restriction of L to C. We
obtain
Γ
(
∂Lc
∂vα
)
−Xα(Lc) +R
β
αγv
γ ∂Lc
∂vβ
= − Raαβv
β ∂L
∂va
∣∣∣∣
C
.
To obtain reduced equations for an invariant constrained system we need an adapted frame
{Xi} = {Xα,Xa} which is invariant, as before. The basis {Xα} of D, in turn, is of the form
{Xρ,Xκ} where {Xρ} is a basis for S. The set {Xa} takes the form {Xc,Xk} where the Xc
are vertical. The collection {Xρ,Xc} is a basis {Xr} of the vertical vector fields; in general we
can no longer take Eˆr for Xr. The collection {Xκ,Xk} = {XI} is transverse to the fibres of
Q → Q/G and is invariant, so can be taken to be the horizontal lifts of their projections YI to
Q/G with respect to some suitable principal connection ω. The vector fields Yκ form a basis for
D¯.
The corresponding quasi-velocities are (vα, va) or (vρ, vκ, vc, vk); the constraint submanifold
C is given by va = 0, and (vκ, vk) are quasi-velocities on Q/G corresponding to the frame
{YI} = {Yκ, Yk}, with v
k = 0 defining the constraint submanifold C¯.
The Lagrange-d’Alembert equations reduce, taking α = ρ and α = κ in turn, to the following
pair of equations on C/G:
Γˇ
(
∂l
∂vρ
)
=
(
Υrκρv
κ − C¯rρσv
σ
) ∂l
∂vr
Γˇ
(
∂l
∂vκ
)
− Yκ(l) +R
I
κλv
λ ∂l
∂vI
=
(
Krκλv
λ −Υrκρv
ρ
) ∂l
∂vr
.
Now L and C are both invariant under G, and so the constrained Lagrangian Lc is invariant
under G, and defines a function lc on C/G, which coincides with the restriction of l (a function
on (TQ)/G). The function lc is called the constrained reduced Lagrangian (but might just as
well be called the reduced constrained Lagrangian). We can use this to rewrite the reduced
equations.
Proposition 9. The Lagrange-d’Alembert-Poincare´ equations are given by
Γˇ
(
∂lc
∂vρ
)
=
(
Υrκρv
κ − C¯rρσv
σ
) ∂l
∂vr
∣∣∣∣
C/G
Γˇ
(
∂lc
∂vκ
)
− Yκ(lc) +R
λ
κµv
µ ∂lc
∂vλ
= −Rkκλv
λ ∂l
∂vk
∣∣∣∣
C/G
+
(
Krκλv
λ −Υrκρv
ρ
) ∂l
∂vr
∣∣∣∣
C/G
.
The first of these is the reduced momentum equation. The restriction of the momentum p to
gD, that is, the map pD : TQ→ (gD)∗ given by
〈ξ, pD(q, u)〉 = ξ˜Vq (L)(q, u) for ξ ∈ g
q,
is sometimes called the nonholonomic momentum map. Its components are the G-invariant
functions Pρ = 〈ξρ, p〉 = X
V
ρ (L), where ξρ = X
r
ρEr defines a section of g¯
D → Q/G. The
functions Pρ satisfy Γ(Pρ) = X¯
r
s X˙
s
ρPr on C, and this reduces to the Lagrange-d’Alembert-
Poincare´ equation for momentum given above.
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We next consider some special cases of Lagrange-Poincare´-type reduction of nonholonomic sys-
tems.
In case TqQ = Dq + Vq (i.e. when the so-called ‘dimension assumption’ is satisfied), the space
C¯ is the whole of T (Q/G). Furthermore, we can replace the YI with coordinate fields ∂/∂x
I on
Q/G, and the horizontal reduced equation becomes
Γˇ
(
∂lc
∂vI
)
−
∂lc
∂xI
=
(
KrIJv
J −ΥrIρv
ρ
) ∂l
∂vr
∣∣∣∣
C/G
.
In case Sq = {0} the constraints are said to be purely kinematic in [7]. In this case there is no
momentum equation.
Chaplygin systems (see e.g. [4, 15]) are systems which have both of the above properties. There
is no momentum equation, and D is now the horizontal distribution H of a principal connection.
We can therefore identify C/G with T (Q/G). The reduced vector field is now of the form
Γˇ = vI
∂
∂xI
+ ΓI
∂
∂vI
,
i.e. it is a (true) second-order differential equation field on Q/G, and its coefficients ΓI can be
determined from the equations
Γˇ
(
∂lc
∂vI
)
−
∂lc
∂xI
= KrIJv
J ∂l
∂vr
∣∣∣∣
T (Q/G)
.
These equations are of the form of Euler-Lagrange equations subjected to an external force of
gyroscopic type. See e.g. [10] for more details on this case, in the framework of anholonomic
frames.
In case D ⊂ V there is no horizontal equation, and the momentum equation is just
Γˇ
(
∂lc
∂vρ
)
= −C¯rρσv
σ ∂l
∂vr
∣∣∣∣
C/G
.
One important special case occurs when the configuration spaceQ is a Lie group (that is, Q = G),
and the constraints are linear; the reduced equations are then called the Euler-Poincare´-Suslov
equations in e.g. [3, 14].
5 Routh-type reduction for systems with horizontal symmetries
We now consider the class of systems with a so-called group of horizontal symmetries [2]. For
that case, one assumes that there exists a subgroup H ⊂ G, the so-called group of horizontal
symmetries, such that A˜ ∈ D for all A ∈ h and Sq = Dq ∩ Vq = V
H
q = {A˜(q) |A ∈ h, q ∈ Q}.
Because of the property gψq(q) = ad(g−1)gq that we encountered in Section 2, we get that
h = ad(g−1)h, meaning that h is necessarily an ideal (or that H is a normal subgroup).
For systems with the above properties, one can, of course, still use the reduction procedure as
described in the previous sections. There are, however, also other approaches to reduction. For
example, in [7] it is shown that a version of Marsden-Weinstein reduction can be applied to
this case. The goal of this section is to show that one can easily stay on the ‘Lagrangian side’
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and recast everything in terms of Routh reduction. We will follow the geometric approach to
non-Abelian Routh reduction we have developed in [8]. (For a different approach see [18].) As
before, the main observation is that all one needs to do is to choose an appropriate frame. Let’s
assume for simplicity that in this section Vq +Dq = TqQ.
Let {Xκ} be the invariant vector fields we had before. If {Er} = {Eρ, Ec} is a basis of g whose
first members {Eρ} span h, we can use {Xα} = {Xκ, E˜ρ} as a (now not-invariant) anholonomic
frame for D, and {Xκ, E˜ρ, E˜c} as a complete basis of vector fields on Q (with corresponding
quasi-velocities (vκ, v˜ρ, v˜c). Given that E˜Cρ (L) = 0, the Lagrange-d’Alembert equation in the
direction of E˜ρ now becomes the conservation law
E˜Vρ (L) = µρ,
where µ = µρE
ρ ∈ h∗, where the Eρ are part of the basis that is dual to {Eρ, Ec}. This
represents a relation on C, not on the whole of TQ.
The remaining Lagrange-d’Alembert equations are of the form
Γ(XVκ (L))−X
C
κ (L) = 0.
We will restrict these equations to a fixed level set of momentum, from now on denoted by Nµ,
and rewrite them in a form that contains only vector fields that are tangent to Nµ. We will do
so in two steps. It is easy to see that the vector fields
X¯Cκ = X
C
κ + R˜
r
κλv
λE˜Vr and X
V
κ
are tangent to C. Here R˜rκλ stands for the component of the bracket [Xκ,Xλ] along E˜r. There
is no contribution in v˜ρ since [Xκ, E˜ρ] = 0. The equations then become
Γ(XVκ (L))− X¯
C
κ (L) = −R˜
r
κλv
λE˜Vr (L)
on Nµ.
If we further assume the matrix (gρσ) = (E˜
V
ρ (E˜
V
σ (L))) to be non-singular, the momentum equa-
tions can be solved in the form v˜ρ = ιρ, where ιρ are functions of the other variables. Moreover,
under that assumption we can always find vector fields W Cκ and W
V
κ , with
W Cκ = X¯
C
κ +A
ρ
κE˜
V
ρ
WVκ = X
V
κ +B
ρ
κE˜
V
ρ ,
which, as well as being tangent to C, are also tangent to the level set Nµ (the notation may again
be a bit misleading since they will not be complete or vertical lifts). Let us denote pρ = E˜
V
ρ (L)
and let us introduce the Routhian of L as the function R = L − v˜ρpρ. Then, on the level set
(which is a part of C)
W Cκ (R) =W
C
κ (L)−W
C
κ (v˜
ρ)pρ = X¯
C
κ (L) +A
ρ
κpρ − X¯
C
κ (v˜
ρ)pρ −A
ρ
κpρ
= X¯Cκ (L)− X¯
C
κ (v˜
ρ)pρ = X¯
C
κ (L) + R˜
ρ
κβv
βµρ − R˜
r
κλv
λδρrµρ
= X¯Cκ (L) + R˜
ρ
κλv
λµρ − R˜
ρ
κλv
λµρ = X¯
C
κ (L)
WVκ (R) =W
V
κ (L)−W
V
κ (v˜
ρ)pρ = X
V
κ (L) +B
ρ
κpρ −B
ρ
κpρ
= XVκ (L).
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Here, R˜ρκλ stands for the component of [Xκ,Xλ] along E˜ρ. We have also used that [Xκ, E˜ρ] = 0.
The vector fields E˜Cρ are tangent to C. We can fix functions C
σ
ρ such that the vector fields
E¯Cρ = E˜
C
ρ + C
σ
ρ E˜
V
σ
are tangent to Nµ.
Since Γ is tangent to pρ = µρ its restriction to this level set is of the form
Γ = vκW Cκ + ι
ρE¯Cρ + (Γ
κ ◦ ι)WVκ .
The coefficient Γκ ◦ ι can be determined from the remaining Lagrange-d’Alembert equations,
which take the form
Γ(WVI (R
µ))−W CI (R
µ) = −R˜cκλv
λE˜Vc (L)− R˜
ρ
κλv
λµρ
on Nµ.
We can now try to understand how to reduce this restriction of Γ. It is easy to see that the
action of G on C can be restricted to an action of the isotropy group Hµ on the level set Nµ in
C. Indeed, we have
0 = AσE˜Cσ (E˜
V
ρ (L)) = −A
σCτσρE˜
V
τ (L) = −A
σCτσρµτ
if and only if A = AσEσ ∈ hµ. We can therefore reduce the above vector field to a vector field
Γˇ1 on Nµ/Hµ. This reduction method is the direct analogue of the situation for standard Routh
reduction (in the absence of constraints).
But there is more. Since we know that H is normal in G, the level set E˜Vρ (L) = µρ has also the
following behaviour
0 = ArE˜Cr (E˜
V
ρ (L)) = −A
rCsrρE˜
V
s (L) = −A
rCσrρE˜
V
σ (L) = −A
rCσrρµσ
if and only if A = ArEr ∈ gµ. Therefore, the G-action on C restricts in fact to a Gµ-action on
the level set Nµ. We are now in the situation of a G-invariant vector field Γ on a manifold C,
which we can restrict to a Gµ-invariant vector field on Nµ and which we can reduce to a vector
field Γˇ2 on Nµ/Gµ.
The link with the vector field Γˇ1 of the previous paragraph is the following. Instead of doing a
direct reduction by Gµ, one can perform a reduction in two stages. Indeed, it is easy to define an
action of Gµ/Hµ on Nµ/Hµ (see also [7]). The vector field Γˇ1 will be invariant under that action
and we can therefore perform a second reduction by means of its symmetry group Gµ/Hµ.
We will not write down explicit expressions for these reduced vector fields and their corre-
sponding differential equations. Instead, we will make the situation clear by means of a simple
example.
Example. Consider the system with L = 12(x˙
2 + y˙2 + z˙2) on R3 with constraint z˙ = xx˙
(a variation on the theme of a nonholonomic particle). This example is taken from [7], but
we will rephrase it in our current framework. We have D = span{∂/∂x + x∂/∂z, ∂/∂y} and,
since the system is invariant under the R2-action given by (r, s) × (x, y, z) 7→ (x, y + r, z + s),
V = span{∂/∂y, ∂/∂z}. Therefore, S = D ∩ V = span{∂/∂y}. This coincides with the case
where H = R × {0}, with action (r, 0) × (x, y, z) 7→ (x, y + r, z). Remark that D + V = TQ.
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Quasi-velocities with respect to the given frame are vx = x˙, vy = y˙ and vz = z˙−xx˙. The vector
field Xκ = X = ∂/∂x+ x∂/∂z is invariant under the G-action.
The preserved momentum is here (
∂
∂y
)
V
(L) = y˙ = µ.
The remaining equation on C is Γ(XV(L)) − XC(L) = 0. Since XV(vz) = 0 and X
C(vz) = 0,
both XV and XC are tangent to the constraint, so we can rewrite that equation as Γ(XV(Lc))−
XC(Lc) = 0, with Lc =
1
2((1 + x
2)x˙2 + y˙2). One easily verifies that this equation is equivalent
with
(1 + x2)x¨− xx˙2 = 0.
This equation is evidently R2-invariant and the reduced vector field is
Γˇ = x˙
∂
∂x
+
xx˙2
1 + x2
∂
∂x˙
.
It is instructive to see how one gets the same result when we use Routh reduction. Remark that
Hµ = R × 0 and Gµ = R
2. Since also XV(y˙) = 0 and XC(y˙) = 0 the vector fields XV = X¯V
and XC = X¯C are already tangent to the level set y˙ = µ. We can therefore simply re-write the
remaining equation as
Γ(XV(Rcµ))−X
C(Rcµ) = 0,
where Rcµ is the restriction of the Routhian Rµ to the constraints and to the level set. It is
given by
Rcµ =
1
2((1 + x
2)x˙2 − µ2).
The Routh equation above is again (1 + x2)x¨− xx˙2 = 0. We can now do a direct reduction by
means of the largest group Gµ. We see that Nµ/Gµ = TR. Due to the absence of gyroscopic-type
terms, the Gµ-reduced version of the above equation will be a genuine Euler-Lagrange equation,
with the Gµ-reduced Routhian as its Lagrangian. The vector fields X
V and XC reduce to the
vector fields ∂/∂x˙ and ∂/∂x on R and the reduction actually amounts to cancelling the cyclic
variables y and z from the above equation. A similar reasoning holds for the reduction in two
steps. We have Hµ = R and Gµ/Hµ = R; the first reduction cancels y and the second cancels z.
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